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Marriage registration is the most important thing and is a valid written proof of the existence of a marriage. However, the majority of the people of Samarinda City still have marriages under their hands. In order to obtain a legitimate proof of marriage which has not been officially recorded by the Marriage Registrar at the Office of Religious Affairs, many local people submitted a marriage certificate request at the Samarinda Religious Court to take care of the Child Birth Certificate and other important administrative requirements.

The research of this Skripsi focuses on the determination of marriage certificate in the Samarinda Religious Court with the research question how the judges considerations in providing marriage certificate and how marriage is considered in the perspective of Maqasid Shari'ah as a form of blessing. This research is a qualitative research that uses field research methods by taking samples of the determination of marriage certificate in the Samarinda Religious Court. Interviews were also conducted with Judges and Young Law Clerks to obtain research information which was then described and analyzed through a juridical-normative approach.

From the results of this study, it can be seen the judges' consideration in giving the marriage certificate and marriage certificate in the Maqashid Shari’ah perspective as the benefit of the local community to obtain a marriage certificate and eliminate the danger from the absence of evidence of state-based marriage.
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